Israel struck by Iraqi missile

A Scud hits Tel Aviv. Two more POWs are displayed on Iraqi TV.

Baghdad exhibited two more captured American pilots Tuesday, bringing the official number of POWs to nine.

Israel, but one Scud landed in the Jewish state, the military command said. In addition to exhibiting the POWs, Baghdad claimed it had downed more allied planes and promised suicide bombings to downed more allied planes and militants. Baghdad claimed it had been shot down by a surface-to-air missile while on a mission to hit an oil refinery near Baghdad.

The Iraqis also claimed 23 allied war planes or missiles were shot down on Tuesday, for a total of more than 160 downed allied planes. The allies have reported 15 combat aircraft losses and two in technical malfunctions.

Iraqi military communiques listed 24 allied air raids from Baghdad.

Pro-choice advocates hold vigil

By Grant A. Landy

A candlelight vigil for abortion and women's rights highlighted the Mission Plaza Amphitheatre Monday night, kicking off the 1991 campaign for pro-choice activists. In celebration of the 1973 Roe vs. Wade decision, more than 40 supporters lined the amphitheatre with candles listening to representatives from the National Organization for Women (NOW) and Planned Parenthood San Luis Obispo County.

"Women are in great danger of losing their constitutional right of abortion," NOW's San Luis Obispo Chapter Coordinator Pat Renshaw said. "Hospitals and clinics are closing doors to women wanting abortions."

Renshaw outlined the Roe vs. Wade decision, which gave women the constitutional right to privacy and consultation with a physician in the abortion procedures. Webster v. Reproductive Health Services in 1989 gave the right back to the states to decide whether abortion was a right protected by the constitution. Because of Webster, Renshaw fears a growing number of unwanted pregnancies and illegal abortions.

"There have been over 30 million unwanted pregnancies from contraceptive failures," she said. "Now states can make abortions illegal.

Liz Agbeilborg, San Luis Obispo Planned Parenthood coordinator, posed the question of what to do with an unwanted pregnancy.

Pro-life supporters form human chain

By Michelle Hertig

More than 1,000 men, women and children lined the sidewalks of Santa Rosa and Monterey streets in San Luis Obispo Sunday to form a "Life Chain" in the shape of a cross.

"This is the first time for a Life Chain in San Luis Obispo," said Bill Spence, media spokesperson for the Central Coast Christian Action Council, the event's sponsor.

"We have over 30 churches from the county participating today," Spence said. "Please Let Me Live, a non-profit pro-life organization based in Yuba City, Calif., launched the first Life Chain in 1987. Since then, many other Life Chains have been formed in cities throughout California. Residents of San Diego formed a Life Chain last March that spanned 15 miles. The San Luis Obispo Life Chain was part of a nationwide observance of Sanctity of Human Life Sunday. Participants of the Life Chain lined both sides of the streets, holding signs that read "Abortion Kills Children" and "Jesus Loves and Forgives." Life Chain participants were met with some opposition when motorists honked their horns in disagreement. Other passersby who disagreed displayed pro-choice signs and gave the thumbs down signal to Life Chain supporters.
Peace groups aren't majority
As I continue to read the "Mustang Pravda Daily," it comes as no surprise to me that this apparatus has been exploited and manipulated to generate support for the anti-war movement. Allow me my First Amendment right for the moment and let me speak. First off, let me say that many of us here on campus don't support the anti-war faction. Thank goodness we're not the utopia-driven, Birkenstock-wearing crowd that has ears constantly ringing with leftist slogans from that has ears constantly ringing with leftist slogans from anywhere and everywhere. We're not the utopia-driven, symbol or going around burning our flag in contempt for our legally elected, majority-chosen government.

Political differences aside, I do have a few questions for pacifists: Where is all the money being spent on winning this conflict? Was there a time in the past five months when this conflict was about to erupt? If you think that you have the majority voice on the political front, then why did the major­ity of Congress vote in favor of President Bush's war effort? Also, why do close to 80 percent or more of the population (according to various media polls) favor the war? Only after the fact (on Jan. 15 deadline) were you able to rally together, but by then, it was too late. Come on. All over San Luis Obispo, whether at Cal Poly making peace signs in front of the Administration building or at the County Library where the students are located in Room 226 of the Graphic Arts Building, Mustang journalist Steve Jones was cackling out his "students will make a differ­ence" speech, you people have put on a very impressive phalanx. On the statewide scene, you've been able to make many communists mad, sitting down blocking traffic or upsetting terrorists (like myself) by having dishonorable traitors like ex-Marine Corporal Paterson chortling on the A WOL crowd. OK, I hear you loud and clear, right through the ear wax. But shouting notwithstanding, can you explain your organization convince me that your so-called peace movement has political clout? Hey, as you are ranting out diatribe, throwing around sermons of the left wing plat­form, make some sort of political organization, unite and exercise your democratic right to vote. Nin­eteen-ninety-two is just around the corner. Chances are that President Bush will be running for re-election, and the Con­gress you despise will be up for the ballot. If you can, field someone like Michael Dukakis, Jimmy Carter or Jane Fonda. You might lease my ear then without numbing it. However, if 1992 produces essentially the same congressional and execu­tive branches that are here in 1991, then I can continue to dismiss the anti-war movement as a bunch of organized loud­mouths feeling the need to vent hot air where the best service to be provided is helping the Goodyear Tire Com­pany to fill their blimps.

Cal Eustaquio
EL

"The public is rightfully demanding more bang for their buck. In this budget, they are paying more and accepting less in services. The governor's proposal does not even main­tain the status quo. The status quo is not that great to begin with. We can all testify to that after trying, futilely, to get any kind of general education classes. People are forced to wait until they have senior priority to take freshman classes. The status quo does not have the resources to offer enough of those courses which it requires us to take."

By Michael Belgard

Next fall should be even more interesting if Wilson has his way. With 12th priority you might be lucky enough to get into the night section of underwater basket weaving (the day section was full). But according to the governor's office, these cuts are not major. Of course this is the same govern­or's office that was not aware of the Maddy report, a law designed to protect CSU students from politicians like Pete Wilson.

Gov. Wilson is following in the footsteps of his predecessor, George "Let's build another prison" Deukmejian. Deukmejian slapped a $182-a-year fee hike on CSU students his first year in office while prisons sprouted up like crab grass all over the state. In 1981, a mere 10 years ago, CSU students paid only $16 a year. Today that fee has in­creased nearly five-fold. Wilson would take that figure to $936 or nearly six-fold. That is outra­geous.

Governor Wilson has absolutely no idea of the needs of the California State University system. The governor wants to raise your fees $52 a quarter. The question that I asked the governor's deputy press secretary was would these fee hikes be enough for the CSU to continue to operate as is? The answer I was given was "yes." That answer was false. The real fact is that even with those massive fee hikes, there will not be enough money to begin to cover the cuts Wilson's office wants. Coincidentally, the governor's office does not consider this to be a major fee hike.

The Board of Trustees for the CSU, of which Wilson is an ex-officio member, said it needed an additional $113 million in funding just to main­tain the status quo. That money would go to pay for 5 percent salary hike for the fine staff at Cal Poly as well as for President Baker. That money would also cover natural increases in costs, in other words inflation.

There is no question that the employees here deserve a raise. They are hard working people and they help make this university run. They will get their well deserved raise regardless of the cuts imposed on the CSU. So where will the cuts come from? The cuts will come from Cal Poly students through addi­tional fees.

Instead of paying more to get more, we will be asked to pay more and accept less in services. The governor's proposal does not even main-

Michael Belgard is a journalism junior.
Gorbachev rejects all crackdown charges

MOSCOW (AP) — Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev on Tuesday reaffirmed his reform policies and rejected allegations that the military crackdown in the Baltic republics meant he was exerting dictatorial powers.

Gorbachev, reading a prepared statement at a news conference, said military attacks on civilians in the Baltic republics the past two weeks resulted from unconstitutional activities "and not because of any mythical commands from above."

Report puts Hussein's family in Switzerland

HAMBURG, Germany (AP) — A German newspaper said Tuesday there were indications President Saddam Hussein of Iraq had sent his family to Switzerland.

The mass-circulation Bild quoted an Iraqi mission to the United Nations President Saddam Hussein of Iraq had been seeking to rent a house in exile it did not identify as saying he saw his family to Switzerland.

Postage rate will rise to 29 cents on Feb. 3

WASHINGTON (AP) — The cost of mailing a letter will jump to 29 cents on Feb. 3, the U.S. Postal Service said Tuesday.

The announcement by the Postal Service governors completes the complex, 11-month process of raising postage rates.

The decision boosts first-class postage from a quarter to 29 cents for the first ounce and from 20 cents to 23 cents for each additional ounce. The price of mailing a post card will rise from 15 cents to 19 cents.

Increases will affect other classes, as well.

Supreme Court OKs drilling restrictions

WASHINGTON (AP) — The U.S. Supreme Court, rejecting an oil industry appeal, ruled Wednesday that cities and counties may restrict onshore facilities used in offshore oil and gas exploration.

The ruling stemmed from the appeal of a decision by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals. The appellate court had rejected a challenge to the local governments by the Western Oil and Gas Association and the National Ocean Industries Association. The two groups represent, respectively, companies seeking oil and gas on the Outer Continental Shelf and companies that provide them supplies and services.

Montana's surgery declared a success

REDWOOD CITY, Calif. (AP) — San Francisco 49ers quarterback Joe Montana underwent surgery Tuesday to repair a bone in his right hand, broken in Sunday's NFC Championship against the New York Giants.

As Montana was sacked with 10 minutes left in the game, the fifth metacarpal in his throwing hand was broken, about an inch below the base of the little finger.

Two screws were inserted in Montana's hand during a successful surgery, performed at Sequoia Hospital.

Doctors said Montana will be in a cast for about four weeks. The screws will be removed in about two months, and he will be able to begin throwing about a month after that.

Residents stock up on rice, gas masks

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — Some residents struck by war jitters are reaching for gas masks and others are reaching for 50-pound sacks of rice, said Chinatown merchants.

Depression in past wars seems to contribute to the sales hike — particularly among older people, grocers said.

The heavy buying began before the Jan. 15 U.N. deadline, but it has been building ever since.
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FACTS ABOUT YOUR PEERS

FACT: Over 55 California students managed their own business last summer.
FACT: Their average earnings for the summer of 1990 were $10,700.
FACT: They continued to prove a decade long track record in business.
FACT: These students all managed with Student Painters and gained valuable management expertise.
FACT: Most territories will be filled by November.

Call Student Painters at 1-800-426-6441


805-785-0000
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Mustang Daily Coupon

Laura Scudder's
Potato Chips
Assorted Varieties
Any Size Bag

543-8684

Laura Scudder's
Potato Chips
Assorted Varieties
Any Size Bag

Lay's
Potato Chips
Assorted Varieties
6.5 Ounce Bag

Bar-S Jumbo Franks
6 oz. Package

Country Hearth 11/2 Lb. Brad
Potato, Egg Season, 1 Green, Large White or Wheat

Shasta Beverage 6 Pack
Bag or Dine-Assorted Varieties-12 Ounce Cans

Dannon Yogurt
Selected Varied-12oz. Container

Kraft American Singles
Sharp or Swiss-12 oz. Container Package

Laura Scudder's
Potato Chips
Assorted Varieties
Any Size Bag

0.79

0.69

1.29

0.99

0.65

0.219

0.50 OFF

0.50 OFF

VONS

A Better Place to Save.
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wanted pregnancy: "Who is going
to decide? Is it going to be the
government? The fetus?"
Or should it be left to each one of
us?

As the candles of pro-choice
supporters burned, a group of
pro-life supporters created an arc
around the theatre, holding signs
and humming songs. One sign
read, "When they tell you not to
abortion in a matter just between
a woman and her doctor, it's
forgetting someone."

Grant Hardgrave, a Cal Poly
civil engineering junior, said that
he and his pro-life supporters
were there to make a stand for
what's right. "We want the
public to know that not everyone
advocates the positions they
stand for," Hardgrave said.

Renshaw urged that the right
of women to decide was fun-
damental and vital.

"What kind of message are we
giving to young women?" she
said. "While women are becom-
ing doctors and lawyers, many
women and girls will be forced
into parenthood. No one in a
democratic society has the right
to take away anyone's rights."

LIFE CHAIN

From page 1

Teri Lewis, a downtown sales
clerk who saw the LIFE CHAIN
in front of the store where she
works, said she thought it was
unfair to involve children who do
not know what abortion is.

"There are bigger issues to be
protesting right now with the
war," Lewis said.

But opposition did not surprise
Spence. "We always anticipate
resistance and instruct partici-
pants to offer love to people that
oppose our cause," he said. "We
instruct people to simply smile
back and wave."

Sanctity of Human Life Sun-
day was purposely planned to
take place two days before the
18th anniversary of the U.S.
Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade
decision that legalized abortion.
Trash and Burn:

Cal Poly searches for ways to deal with mounting garbage woes.

By D.A. Arviso

Each time a soda can or bottle is thrown into the trash, valuable landfill space and money is being used. And each time computer paper and newspaper at Cal Poly is not recycled, disposal budget costs rise. Although recycling efforts on campus are increasing, the volume of waste from Cal Poly going to the landfill has not changed. What has changed are the rising costs of waste disposal.

Last year Cal Poly sent about 12,000 tons of domestic waste to Cold Canyon Landfill. The university paid about $104,000 to send the refuse. Cold Canyon is filling up and has raised its rates 30 percent. Hazardous waste costs increased by as much as 50 percent last year.

Norman Jacobson, Cal Poly energy and utilities coordinator, said these rates will continue to increase.

Last year Cal Poly produced an average of 90 tons of domestic waste per week, said Tom Martin, Mission Country Disposal controller. The transportation cost alone was $2,656 per week.

Cal Poly's waste volume is among the top three generated by any business in San Luis Obispo County. The county throws away the most trash followed by San Luis Recycling and Cuesta College. San Luis Recycling earned about $2,500 from 1,600 and 1,700 pounds of high-grade, white computer paper, Jacobson said. San Luis Recycling, CRC Vice-Chairperson Jay Smith said. Between 500 and 600 pounds of newspaper also were recycled each week by the company. This is recycling a very simple thing to do,” Smith said. Recycling is the most reasonable way of cutting down our use of natural resources.”

Paper is picked up at different departments on campus, at Pacific Gas and Electric Company and at Cuesta College. The paper is consolidated, separated manually at the processing yard and shipped twice weekly to Los Angeles paper mills. San Luis Recycling earned $1,211 in gross sales last quarter.

“The program is about 85 percent in place,” Smith said. “We are trying to have all employees have access to recycling containers.”

Smith said the Administration building generates the most paper on campus because it houses the payroll office and many computers.

“The people in the Administration building have been real cooperative,” Smith said. “Everyone I’ve spoken with has been supportive.”

With increased education, Smith hopes to see students recycling in the dorms, University Union and other public areas.

Another item on the CRC wish list is a cardboard bailer.

“The best thing that the university can do is buy a cardboard bailer,” Smith said.

Cardboard from the dumpster could be recycled, but it is not economic to salvage, Jacobson said. The market for cardboard, a very volatile entity to manage,” he said. “The cost of hazardous waste varies by type.”

North State Environmental Company transports hazardous and toxic waste from five locations on campus, including the Health Center, Health Services Director James Nash said the San Francisco company incinerates the waste at exceedingly high heat. “It (incineration) doesn’t contaminate the air,” Nash said. “There is little debris, if any, left over.”

The Health Center generates no more than two bags of infectious waste per day, said Joan Greene, an administrator of Health Services. There has been no change in volume for two years, she said.

“Infectious waste is anything that has been involved with a person’s body,” Nash said.

The Health Center laboratory generates a lot of waste, Nash said. The cost of disposal to the university is high.

“We are well within the current guidelines, and we were well exceeding the new guidelines before they were issued,” Nash said.

Other hazardous wastes generated by Cal Poly include used oil, inorganic and organic chemicals, pesticide rinses, blood samples and needles. Transportation and disposal costs vary with each item.

One form of waste that does not require transportation to landfills is animal refuse, which stays at Cal Poly. Manure from the swine and beef cattle units recycles onto the land as fertilizer, said John Algeo, head of the animal science and industry department.

“Instead of buying fertilizer, we try to keep organic matter in soil,” Algeo said. “It accepts water better.”

At the swine unit, manure is recycled into aerobic ponds. The water from the ponds is used as irrigation and pumped to the fields. When the pond is drained the excess sludge is used at Cal Poly or sold to fertilizer companies.

“The farm crew makes excellent use of the manures we have,” Algeo said.

Animal waste from the slaughterhouse goes to the rendering works. After the fat is taken out, it is sold to gardeners, he said.

Since the university is one of the area’s biggest creators of waste, Smith said, a greater campus-wide approach to recycling definitely would benefit our environment.

As recycling efforts increase, students could find themselves throwing more trash into recycling bins than garbage bins.

D.A. Arviso is a broadcast journalism junior. This is her first quarter reporting for Mustang Daily.
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Front & Rear Entry Boots From Nordica, Raichle & Heierling.
Our Everyday Low Price $179.99 & $239.99

Columbia
SKIEWAR
We have purchased over 7000 ski &
outer wear parkas and shells at
incredibly low prices and we’re passing
the savings on to you!
COLUMBIA
CRITERION
3 IN 1
SYSTEM PARKA
Reg $150.00
89.99 EA
COLUMBIA
FALMOUTH
FLEECE LINED
PARKA
Reg $55.99
39.99 EA
SWEAT SHIRTS
Special Group
Slight Irregular
8.99 EA
SWEAT PANTS
Special Group
Slight Irregular
8.99 EA
SWEAT SHORTS
Special Group
Slight Irregular
8.99 EA

Exercise & Racquetball
TUNTURI RED2
Racquetball Machine
149.99
PRO
PRITEGE
GRAPHITE OVERSIZE Racquetball
34.99 EA
EKTELON
PRO
PRITEGE
VISION 31 OVERSIZE Racquetball
34.99 EA
EKTELON
PRO
PRITEGE
VISION 31 OVERSIZE Racquetball
26.99 EA

Athletic Shoes
A SPECIAL GROUP OF
HIKING • RUNNING •
BASKETBALL & MORE
SOME SLIGHT BLEMISHES.
YOUR CHOICE
29.99 A PAIR

Copeland’s Sports
962 Monterey Street
San Luis Obispo
Hours: Mon-Wed 9-3:30
Thurs-Fri 9-2, Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6

Fast Contacts for SLO People
Offering same day replacement on most soft and
gas permeable contact lenses

ADLER CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER
Special Quarterly
All the care you need for $25 per week
FREE Consultation and Exam
• Student Discounts
• Sports Injuries
• Licensed Massage Therapy
  "The Best Investment You Can
Make Is Educated Health Care"
Dr. Rudy Adler
1411 Monterey
S.L.O.
544-2545
call for info.

Woodstock's is moving!
(To the corner of Osos & Higuera streets)
Don't worry, it's not a long haul!

Before you know it...
We'll have the same GREAT PIZZA,
and the same GREAT SERVICE,
at an even BETTER LOCATION.
call 541-4420
From page 6 ed with a honeycomb coated catalytic combustor. Other improvements such as masonry and precast brick heaters and new processed wood fuels such as sawdust and wax frines have reduced harmful emissions releasing into the atmosphere. A basic price for a wood stove is about $1,600, Ewan said. One of my clients has already seen a tremendous savings on his $400-a-month heating bill," he said. "With increased economic uncertainty, saving money on energy is coming into focus now," Ewan said. Another alternative to fossil fuels is solar electricity. Ewan has new homes with solar equipment so they are not booked-up to PG&E. "The price to hook up solar is very competitive to that of PG&E," he said. Amory Lovins, an energy consultant, has built a house in Colorado that is equipped to get all its energy from solar power. "It is not only more comfortable than our old house, which had three furnaces, is only added 1 percent to the construction costs and paid for itself in 10 months," said Lovins. "It is possible technically and economically to achieve energy independence. Examples are everywhere, from small, citizen insulating, weather stripping windows and taking the bus as an example.

Budget cuts at the Office of Energy cannot relax their reliance on oil and nuclear power, said Ewan. "That is absolutely stupid," he said. "Even if oil and nuclear power have a place, there is still a huge amount of solar energy resources to be studied." Ewan said. Another problem is that Americans do not pay the "true cost" for fossil fuels.

If we don't act, this would be really true of our entire energy system," he said. "Our true cost is the situation going on right now in Iraq.

---

### Classified Ads

#### Campuses Clubs

- **DANCE***
  - Hugs, Anarchy, Radio, Saints Basch
  - SAT. Jan 26th 8PM-1AM ORANGE
  - Halls Reserved By E. NO OFFICE COST FOR SALE IN U.E.

- **ASSE**
  - Presents an indoor dance event "LOVERS CASTLE"
  - Cover: $5.00. RSVP to 103 546-9248

- **FRUSTRATED??**
  - DO YOU FEEL THERE'S NOTHING YOU CAN DO ABOUT THE GROSS GROSS?
  - MAKE A DIFFERENCE!!
  - JOIN THE GROUP!

- **ELCTRIC VEHICLE TEAM**
  - HU-S.C.E.
  - NM 325-253 35PM

#### FUTUREPHYSICAL THERAPISTS MEETING TODAY 8:00PM 640

- **MU DELTA PHI**
  - FIRST WINTER MEETING WILL BE JAN 24 117665 FRESHMAN ROOM SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKER PLUS FREE FOOD ORDER U SEE YOU THERE

- **WATERSKI CLUB**
  - MEETING TUESDAY 3:00-3:30 ON THE LAKE INFO ON SPRING BREAK LAKEHEAD

#### Announcements

- **ARE YOU INTERESTED IN ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP PROJECTS COME TO STUDENT COUNCIL SERVICES ORIENTATION 1-23 PM FACEL 267

- **MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS**
  - INTERESTED IN CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION & EDUCATION COME TO STUDENT COUNCIL SERVICES ORIENTATION 1-23 PM FACET 267

- **MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS**
  - HAVE A CONVENIENT DROP BOX LOCATED AT THE U.S. INFO DESK. THE ADS WILL BE PAID FOR EACH DAY AT 1:00PM

- **STRESS FREE WEDDING PLANNING**
  - A 3 DAY WEDDING EXPO JAN. 21-23@ MAC 546-3940
  - PAR 10 AT 2 OR 5 CALL 546-9800

- **TAKING AMERICAN EXPRESS STUDENT RENTALS**
  - 6122 Los Osos Drive 830-630-8000

#### Classified Ads

- **PERSONALS**
  - **ALPHA CROSS PRECEDING CENTER**
    - 3440 LIFELINE 541-9377
    - "A FRIEND FOR LIFE"

- **BAD KARMA**
  - The one who kept the Millers, Sheriff, Albin Mart, WEN Ho. Questions? Call 277-7926

- **KAO GAMMAS**
  - GAMMAS GET PASSW. FOR WEEKEND! Love KAO

- **AGR**
  - Thanks for a great time and please, come again. Love KAO

- **GAMMAS**
  - **Thanx for the AWESOME Tucker Family**
  - "Thanks for the KAO Actives"

- **Zeta Kappas Alpha is proud of the awesome Tucker Family! Thanks, KAO!**

- **O GAMMA CLASS THANKS THE MEN IF THE TIGER AT 4PM TUESDAY FOR OUR PLEDGE! Please Active!!**

- **MARY & DEBBIE**
  - Congratulation on your grades! Invitation is almost there! Love, your KAO pledge team from Laura

- **RIGHT FIELDER SHARON HERRON**
  - CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR BASEBALL TEAM. YOU REALLY HIT A HR FOR THE BASEBALL TEAM

#### Classified Ads

- **RUSH PhiSigmaKappas**
  - JAN 22 MEET THE BROS, 8:00PM
  - JAN 25 COMEDY NIGHT HANG OUT W/ SIGMA KAPPA BROTHERS
  - JAN 27 BBOQ & FOOTBALL

- **THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA KAPPA**
  - WOULD LIKE TO THANK SIGMA KAPPA FOR A GREAT TIME AT THEIR PLEDGE ACTIVE PARTY!

- **The Men of Sigma Kappa**
  - WOULD LIKE TO THANK SIGMA KAPPA FOR A GREAT TIME AT THE SORORITY'S LUNCHEON!

- **NAT'L COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS**
  - FLEXIBLE DEEAN 444-8868

- **SERVICES**
  - PHOTOGRAPHY by Greg
  - Portrait upon request 541-0135

- **TUTOR FOR POLS 100, 101, GEOG 100, 106, 205, RFR 1533-1557

#### Word Processing

- **ACADEMIC WP ON MAC WITH LASER PRINT - GRAPHICS TOO! 528-5049**

- **Kris's wordprocessing-publ. & literary work 541-3500**

#### Professional Resume Writing Service

- Effectively prepare your resume with a marketing communications professional who can target your skills and experience for the job of your choice: 773-1615

- **R&R Word Processing (Ronny), 541-2591. RATES REDUCED: 15 yrs. exp.**

- **Reports, Literature Review, Proposal, Paper, Theses, Dissertations, Scholarships, Reports, etc.**
  - dependable, accurate, fast 541-8649

- **MORE UNLISTED FREE CLASSIFIEDS IN THE BOMB!* CALL: 541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBI8PO

- **APROPS**
  - "The best in Southern Oregon's NURSES NURSE MATTRESS AND BEDCLOTHING 544-6121

#### Opportunities

- **GET INVOLVED IN LINDSWOOD RESIDENCE HALL COMMUNITY**
  - Women's Living, Sexualities, AIDS, Alcohol, Drugs, Fitness, Physical Health and Nutrition

- **GUARDIAN ANGEL MINISTRIES**
  - Communication Skills, Counseling, Peer Health Education Positions

- **EXPERIENCE OPEN TO ALL MAJORS**
  - Informational Meetings: Wednesday, Jan. 23rd at 7:30PM in the Health Center, room 706-1211

- **EMPLOYMENT**
  - WANTED NTL COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS

- **EMPLOYMENT WANTED**
  - Call 772-4278.

- **WANTED**
  - **NAT'L COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS**
  - FLEXIBLE DEEAN 444-8868

- **FEMALE WANTED**
  - **NAT'L COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS**
  - FLEXIBLE DEEAN 444-8868

- **FEMALE WANTED**
  - **NAT'L COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS**
  - FLEXIBLE DEEAN 444-8868

- **FEMALE WANTED**
  - **NAT'L COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS**
  - FLEXIBLE DEEAN 444-8868

- **FEMALE WANTED**
  - **NAT'L COMMUNICATIONS CO SERVING BEVERAGES TO ASSIST REP BY CALLING CLIENTS AND SECURING APPOINTMENTS**
  - FLEXIBLE DEEAN 444-8868

- **ROOM FOR RENT**
  - FM NEED TO SHARE HOT WATER, DRYER DIREC-REPLACE EVERYTHING MUST BE CLEAN 541-3510.

#### Rental Housing

- **RENTAL HOUSING**
  - 2 BERN APTS UTE, PADDLE, BROAD 116 BROAD

- **MOVE IN NOW PAY NO RENT UNTIL FEB. 5**
  - **OWN ROOM IN HOUSE. 3235 W. WATER AND TRASH PAID.**
  - CALL JENA OR JOLIE 549-8929

- **ROOM FOR RENT IN HOUSE**
  - OWN ROOM IN HOUSE. 548-MOOLITE. MUST SEE, CALL ANGELA 544-6869

- **ROOMS LIVING**
  - **OWN ROOM IN A RANCH HOUSE WITH ACREAGE WITH CORRALS, BARNS, PASTURE, ORCHARD, SPARE, FIREPLACE, GARAGE, WASHROOM, DRIVER 300-600 SLO, 532/544-5728.

#### Vista Valets

- **Calvin & Hobbes**
  - **MUST CHARGE $5.00 A MILE FOR SALE IN U.E.**

- **WANTED**
  - **BROOM APPLIANCES**
  - HOUSEHOLD GOODS
  - MOVE IN NOW
  - CALL E1490 765-1131 (DAY) OR 295-1701 (EVE)

- **BEST PRICED CLOTHES ON SALE**
  - LISTED FREE CLASSIFIEDS IN THE BOMB!* CALL: 541-3432 CENTURY 21-OBI8PO
GULF
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Monday night to Tuesday morning, and claimed 20 of the attacks were on residential targets in Baghdad and other cities.

They said six missiles had hit Iraq, including one that exploded in Baghdad and another in Tikrit, Saddam Hussein’s hometown north of the capital.

The U.S-led allied command says it has limited the air bombardment to military and other strategic targets.

Also Tuesday, Iraq claimed U.S. warplanes had hit the Shiite Muslim shrines of Najaf and Karbala, south of Baghdad. It also accused Israel of taking part.

“The blind malice of the imperialist (Americans) and Zionists (Israelis) reached its peak when they deliberately fired their malicious shells at the sacred sites,” said Baghdad radio.

The radio called President Bush the “enemy of God and humanity.”

Iraq claims to hold more than 20 POWs, and the allies have listed 24 airmen as missing in action.

Note: This report is from AP in Israel and Cyprus.

OFFICE WITH A VIEW

The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two year experience that will last a lifetime.

Working at a professional level that ordinarily might take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find the career growth they’re looking for and enjoy a unique experience in the developing world.

International firms and government agencies value the skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps service.

ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK

INFO BOOTH: Tuesday thru Thursday, Jan. 29-31, University Union Plaza, 9 am–3 pm

OVERSEAS OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENGINEERS

Tuesday, Jan. 29—University Union, Room 216, 7 pm–9 pm

AGRICULTURE OPPORTUNITIES IN PEACE CORPS

Wednesday, Jan. 30—University Union, Room 216, 7 pm–9 pm

PANEL DISCUSSION WITH RETURNED PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEERS

Thursday, Jan. 31—University Union, Room 216, 7 pm–9 pm

INTERVIEWS: Tuesday, Feb. 12—Student Services Bldg. #124

APPLICATION MUST BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO INTERVIEW

SENIORS—APPLY NOW!

For applications or more information contact our Peace Corps Campus Rep in Ag. Bldg. #10, Room 235, (805) 756-5017, or call Peace Corps at (800) 832-0681, ext. 673.

Peace Corps
The Toughest Job You’ll Ever Love.